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Article abstract
This paper reflects upon possible future directions for the ways in which
criminologists think about, and attempt to engage the reform of, policing in the
context of “globalization.” The socio-politico-economic and ecological shifts
associated with globalization pose many intensified challenges to “human
security,” which have seen the rise of many unusual forms of “policing
responses.” Many of these threats and responses are unfamiliar to established
criminological paradigms. This paper overviews these developments. It is
argued that established visions of policing as a set of perfectible technical
processes continue to dominate both practitioner and scholarly thinking in the
criminological field, to the detriment of the achievement of long-term human
security. I thereby draw upon a range of social science literatures to suggest
that criminologists situate notions of “policing” within the more general
conceptual category of “the governance of security.” In turn, both of these
categories of practices are embedded in a broader “political economy of
human security”: an architecture for socio-politico-economic transformation
that is premised upon Western ideas, beliefs and values that can variously be
seen as exploitable by elites with ill intentions, structurally flawed, and/or
conceptually constraining in ways that undermine long-term human security.
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